Using Educational Robotics in Pre-Service Teacher Training: Orchestration between an Exploration Guide and Teacher Role
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Abstract: The proper integration of technology in teaching and learning processes must consider the role of teachers and students, as well as the design of tasks and the context in which they are implemented. Teachers’ perceived self-efficacy significantly influences their willingness to integrate educational robotics (ER) into their practice, so initial teacher training should provide opportunities for teachers to participate in structured activities that integrate ER. In this study, a class of pre-service teachers from an initial teacher training programme were provided with their first contact with an ER platform through the use of a simulator. We present the design process of a student exploration guide and teacher guide, developed over three iterative cycles of implementation, assessment and redesign. The analysis of the data collected allowed for improvements in the design of the tasks, the graphic component of the student exploration guide, and more precise indications for the teacher’s actions. The main contribution of this study is the chain orchestration between the simulator, student exploration guide and teacher guide, which allowed pre-service teachers to solve a set of challenges of increasing complexity, thereby progressively decreasing their difficulties and contributing to an adequate integration of ER in their future teaching practices.
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1. Introduction

There are different understandings of what constitutes an Open Educational Resource (OER), depending on the focus given to different aspects of copyright or motivations for sharing these resources [1]. No matter what definition one adopts, using an OER is no guarantee of improved teaching or meaningful learning [2]. Global access to OERs brings with it the importance of considering linguistic or contextual aspects for their adaptation to the classroom. For this, we need tools that facilitate the teacher’s appropriation of the potential of these resources [3]. In the case of OERs with digital components, integrating technology into teaching and learning processes is an additional problem.

Some researchers looking at the conceptualisation of technology-use have sought to bring education research closer to teaching practice [4–6]. To integrate technology into teaching and learning processes to contribute to meaningful learning, it is necessary to pay particular attention to the role of teachers and students, as well as the design of tasks and the context in which they are implemented [7]. Paiva and Costa [8] suggest using exploration guides for integrating educational software into classroom practice. The need to structure the teaching process in technological environments, taking into account the interaction
between people and artefacts, is the fundamental concern that led to the development of instrumental orchestration [9]. Drijvers et al. [10] propose three constituent elements of instrumental orchestration: a didactic configuration, an exploitation mode and a didactical performance. “A didactical configuration is an arrangement of artefacts in the environment, or, in other words, a configuration of the teaching setting and the artefacts involved in it. These artefacts can be technological tools, but the tasks students work on can be seen as artefacts as well” [11].

The importance of the teacher’s role in integrating technology into the teaching and learning processes is indisputable, creating conditions for students to interact with mathematical concepts [12]. To this end, teachers must be able to mobilize a set of skills that allow them to choose, adapt or create resources appropriate to the defined learning objectives [13]. It is not enough to be proficient in the manipulation of such technological resources to be able to create learning-promoting didactical situations [14]; teachers need to have a thorough knowledge of those resources to transform them into educational tools that serve the learning objectives [6].

The teacher’s role in mediating the construction of students’ knowledge is also important [15]. Inquiry-based learning, known to contribute favourably to students’ learning outcomes [16], is a complex process (Lederman, 2009) strongly influenced by the level of guidance provided by the teacher [15,16]. By providing guidance during tasks, the teacher’s actions create learning environments that contribute to increase students’ competence in solving tasks and gathering information through their investigative practices [16]. For this, two instructional principles must be considered: “generating student ways of reasoning and building on student contributions” [15], valid both for the performance of the teacher and the design of inquiry-oriented instructional materials. The simple inclusion of digital resources in the tasks proposed by the teacher does not imply the creation of learning environments, for such there must be an orchestration that encompasses the digital resource, exploration guide, and teacher’s mediation [17]. Creating a chain of orchestration of artefacts generates favourable conditions for the production of knowledge [5].

The contributions of educational robotics (ER) to learning are recognised, presenting different potentialities in the physical and simulated versions [18]. At the same time, certain characteristics that affect teachers’ acceptance towards integrating ER in their teaching practices have been identified [19,20]. Without teachers’ acceptance of this technology, proper integration into their teaching practices is not possible [21]. Despite recognising the potential benefits of integrating ER into their teaching practices, many teachers still feel uncomfortable using ER [22]. Thus, there is a need to understand how to promote the professional development of teachers through teacher training [22,23]. To this end, the teacher should be proficient in manipulating technological tools and be able to mobilise the specialised knowledge necessary to create conditions that promote learning [14]. Since the perception of self-efficacy strongly conditions the willingness of pre-service teachers to integrate ER into their teaching practices, contact with ER platforms should be included during training [24]. The inclusion of ER in initiatives for teacher professional development serves two purposes: (1) to promote first contact with ER platforms and the development of teachers’ technological knowledge and self-efficacy regarding the use of ER, facilitating future integration into their teaching practices; and (2) enable teachers to participate with their peers in tasks that integrate ER [23]. The possibility to experience the integration of technology in practical and contextualised situations [25] contributes to an improved understanding of the potential and constraints of the artefact and its relationship with the curriculum.

The research problem arises: how to promote the first contact of pre-service teachers with an ER platform, allowing them to understand and experience its functions, so that later they can take advantage of its potential and constraints to create didactical situations that foster learning?

In this paper, we present the process of developing an artefact [26], an inquiry-oriented instructional material [15], more specifically an educational exploration guide for a set of
tasks to be implemented with the ER platform KEIRO, taking into account the characteristics of an efficient exploration guide [8]:

- Maintain a balance between constructivist freedom and minimal guidance;
- Offer suggestions for action and reflection;
- Include screenshots of the software, especially if the guide is aimed at younger learners;
- Include questions that provoke discussion;
- Gradually increase the level of complexity of the questions and tasks throughout the guide;
- Make guides available in printed and digital format;
- Make guides adaptable to different contexts and users;
- Suggest that guide users keep written records of their exploration of the tasks;
- Include instructions that allow users to start exploring the software;
- Include descriptions of relevant aspects of the software;
- Include instructions on how to run the simulation;
- Promote discussion of the results;
- Create conditions to propose and test hypotheses.

The guide was designed to promote pre-service elementary school teachers’ first contact with ER in a synchronous remote learning format [27], to enable students to understand some of the functionalities of the chosen ER platform with a high degree of autonomy, supported by inquiry-based teaching practice [16]. We thus seek to establish a starting point for these pre-service teachers to integrate ER into their future practices, in order to promote student learning.

2. Educational Robotics

Starting with Papert [4] as one of its earliest advocates, there is a strong and growing interest in ER within the scientific community [23,28,29]. The literature refers to the integration of ER as a promoter of meaningful learning [30] and interdisciplinarity, facilitating connections between the various STEAM disciplines and students’ other knowledge [19,31]. Kim et al. [32] suggest that participation in tasks integrating ER may have a positive impact on perceptions of associated gender stereotypes.

At the start of the past decade, Benitti [33] noted that a large part of ER applications focused on the technological component (robotics, mechatronics and programming) or sought curriculum links close to these areas, a trend that persists to the present day [34,35]. As argued by Alimisis [20] and Jung and Won [28], it is important that research in ER should also assume pedagogical and didactic concerns. In this vein, some researchers have worked on the development of didactic knowledge necessary for pre-service teachers to design lesson plans that integrate ER (e.g., [36,37]) and have sought to understand how mathematics pre-service teachers establish mathematical connections in tasks that integrate ER into educational contexts [38]. However, there are still obstacles to the implementation of ER in teaching practices: specificity of the technical knowledge involved; scarcity of pedagogical and didactic material that facilitates articulation with the curriculum; absence of curriculum guidelines; lack of specific training for teachers’ development of didactic knowledge; and high cost of most of the existing platforms [19,20]. The use of Lego robotic kits in interventions with ER is predominant [28,29,39]: students’ motivation and the quality of these resources are undisputed strengths, but the high cost prevents widespread access, which is why there is a growing movement towards low-cost and maker-based platforms [35,40].

The constraints imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic brought new challenges to research in ER [41]. Gomes et al. [42] suggest resorting to synchronous remote learning formats, also listing several virtual ER platforms available for smartphone and desktop computers. Birk et al. [43] present a robotics course that took place in an asynchronous online format, supported by slides (PDF) and videos (mp4) made available through a website, reporting an improvement in the students’ grades when compared to previous editions. Associating augmented reality with ER, Pasalidou and Fachantidis [44] developed
an e-learning environment, presenting as part of their results the student’s involvement in the proposed tasks. The discussion around physical and virtual ER platforms is not new [18,45] and has been given new impetus by the constraints imposed by COVID-19 [44,46]. Olary et al. [47] used a virtual ER platform to explore the introduction to machine learning with 24 children. Ketterl et al. [48] reported on the potential identified over the years by the German initiative Roberta—Learning With Robots, an online platform for visual programming of educational robots. Ángel-Díaz et al. [49] presented a new, free virtual ER platform, created to facilitate the development of programming skills, computational thinking, and robotics teaching.

3. Materials and Methods

The envisaged intervention plan was implemented in a pre-service teacher training programme, with the design of the learning environment focused on the use of a technological tool (virtual educational robotics platform). Furthermore, the intervention plan foresees multiple iterations, seeks improvements in teaching practice, and investigates relationships between theory and practice to optimise an exploration guide [50], in close collaboration between the researcher and teacher responsible for the curricular unit [51]—which in our study was Didactics of Mathematics I. We, therefore, chose design-based research (DBR) [52] as our research methodology. Reeves [53] suggests that DBR comprises four phases: (1) analysis of practical problems by researchers and practitioners in collaboration; (2) development of solutions informed by existing design principles and technological innovations; (3) iterative cycles of testing and refinement of solutions in practice; and (4) reflection to produce design principles and enhance solution implementation. This study comprises two iterative cycles of testing and refinement of the exploration guide and a third incomplete iterative cycle that does not include intervention and evaluation, described schematically in Figure 1.

![Figure 1. Iterative cycles of testing and refining the exploration guide.](image-url)

The iterative process of designing the student exploration guide and teacher’s guide was supported by data collected in each intervention. Besides the teacher’s field notes and students’ productions (written answers and algorithms created), video recordings with screen recording software—a common practice in the class routine—were collected. We collected students’ opinions regarding the difficulties they experienced in solving the tasks, as well as suggestions for improving the student exploration guide through unstructured interviews [54].

3.1. Participants

The multidisciplinary team conducting this study was composed of the first author (the teacher-researcher, hereafter referred to as teacher or teacher-researcher), two specialists in mathematics education, and three researchers in the field of STEM teaching and learning with experience in developing and researching educational resources.

The process of designing and developing the exploration guide took place in a first-year class of an elementary school pre-service teacher training programme in central Portugal. The 12 students, all female, enrolled in the curricular unit (Didactics of Mathematics I) participated in the study. Students worked in dyads forming 6 groups, maintaining...
the usual pedagogical pairs, and adopting the work routine established in the curricular unit. The right to privacy and anonymity was ensured during all stages, as well as the right to withdraw or refuse participation. Most of the students had some previous experience with programming, as they had already attended a Scratch curricular unit, but had no experience with ER.

3.2. Study Phases

3.2.1. First Iterative Cycle

Starting Point

The starting point for this study was how to create conditions for future teachers to understand and experience the functioning and constraints of an ER platform so that they can later take advantage of its potential to integrate ER in their future teaching practices.

The study aims to answer the following research question: How can the orchestration between ER, scripting, and the teacher’s role in solving tasks with a robot be improved in order to minimise prospective teachers’ difficulties in using an ER platform?

Design of the First Version of the Student Exploration Guide

Due to the constraints imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the interventions took place in a synchronous remote learning format [27], supported by the Zoom platform, creating conditions that allow communication between all participants [23]. The teacher’s performance respected the principles of minimal guidance [55] in a collaborative learning environment [56], proposed by Lederman [57] for level 2 of inquiry-based learning (Direct Inquiry), since the problem and the procedures are prescribed by the teacher, and it is up to the students to obtain their conclusions based on an analysis of the information gathered during the investigative practices.

Given the research question, it was necessary to choose an ER platform to be used. There are numerous robotics simulation platforms [18] with different affordances and constraints. For this work, we opted for the KEIRO platform (https://enginoeducation.com/downloads/, accessed on 24 May 2021). This choice was grounded on a set of considerations relating to the Open Educational Resource that we should use: besides the simulator, KEIRO also has a physical version of the robots; it also offers additional resources, such as task proposals with instructions for teachers and students, an ER curriculum, and a Youtube channel (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCX8mnms5dmy1HtyeKQhRU8A, accessed on 24 May 2021) dedicated to different aspects of the simulator and physical robots. We considered that this diversity of resources could encourage the pre-service teachers to continue the work initiated with the intervention. This versatility was only considered as an added value.

The KEIRO simulator has a simple, appealing layout and is partially in Portuguese, an important factor, considering that the future pupils of the participants will have rather low reading and writing skills in the early years. KEIRO uses a block-based programming language similar to Scratch [58], a programming language that is already known to the participants through a previous curricular unit. The algorithms created can be saved for later use, as well as exported in image format, making it easier to use in the exploration guide answers. The 3D simulation module is visually appealing and has templates available and minimalist configuration options. These characteristics were key in choosing this OER since they were deemed suitable for the context of the group of participants and duration of the intervention.

The design of the exploration guide sought to include Paiva and Costa’s [8] suggestions for the characteristics of an effective exploration guide, as well as respect the characteristics of inquiry-oriented instructional material [15]. In the initial design, two objectives were set for use in the exploration guide, aiming to create conditions for participants to:

(O1) Learn to programme the Engino Mini robot to move in different directions.
(O2) Learn to programme the Engino Mini robot so that it can travel in a closed circuit without colliding with the limiters.
The exploration guide is divided into two parts: the first aims to familiarise students with the software and its use [23,24], enabling a greater degree of autonomy in exploring the tasks proposed in the second part. The second part is composed of three tasks (Table 1), with an increasing degree of complexity. The sequence has been designed to allow students to build on what they discover in one task to complete the next one [16].

### Table 1. Task sequence and purpose.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Programming simple movements</td>
<td>1. Programme the robot to keep moving forward for 7 s. Programme a simple instruction and run its simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.2. Find a solution to keep the robot moving for 10 s. Modify a simple instruction to respect imposed conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.3. Create and run an algorithm in the simulator that contains the four available movements (forward; backward; turn left and turn right) with a duration of 15 s. Create an algorithm with a sequence of instructions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Motion and proximity sensors</td>
<td>2.1. Programme the robot to move forward for 10 s at a speed of 50. Open the Simulator and, before running the simulation, activate Text Feedback and Visual Feedback. Understand that it is possible to receive information from the robot sensors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2. In the EnViRo tab, select Back to Home, then the Race Track scenario, with the same robot. 2.2.1. Programme the robot to move forward forever at a speed of 100. Open the Simulator and, before running the simulation, activate Visual Feedback. Briefly describe what you observed. 2.2.2. Find out how to programme the robot to avoid the first collision and test your algorithm in the Simulator. Create an algorithm that enables them to programme the robot to react according to the information returned by the sensors, achieving the intended objective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Programme the robot to run the track without hitting the limits and test your algorithm in the Simulator. Create a recursive algorithm that allows the robot to act autonomously according to the information received from the sensors; to experience the process of debugging, optimization of algorithms, and segmentation of problems into parts, simplifying their resolution.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sequence of tasks proposed includes moments of individual, whole class group and small group work, as well as sharing and discussing the products obtained:

- The software exploration foreseen for the first part of the guide should be undertaken individually, with indications from the teacher for the whole class group;
- For tasks 1, 2 and 3, virtual rooms are created for each group, where they carry out the tasks. After completing the first task, they return to the main room to share and discuss the solutions and their efficiency. It is hoped that this allows students to understand that it is possible to create different algorithms that fulfil the same objective. This procedure is repeated for the remaining tasks.

**First Intervention**

Seek improvements in the design and implementation of the exploration guide (Appendix A); an intervention was carried out within the mentioned curricular unit, Didactics of Mathematics I.

Before the date of the first intervention, participants were sent an installation link for the KEIRO software and an explanatory document containing information on the objectives and format of the intervention, rights to privacy and anonymity during all stages, as well as the right to withdraw or refuse participation, and established channels for technical support (synchronous and asynchronous) and clarification of participants’ questions. We
conducted a pre-session, which served to inform participants about the functioning of the intervention session for the student exploration guide. In particular, the session imparted details concerning the synchronous remote learning format and aimed to help with eventual problems in the installation of the KEIRO simulator. The synchronous session lasted 1 h through the Zoom Colibri platform, and was attended by the teacher and students.

The exploration guide was sent to the students through the institutional platform on the day before the first intervention. This was followed by a 2 h synchronous session via the Zoom Colibri platform, attended by the teacher and students. The tasks proposed in the exploration guide were solved using the Keiro simulator by the groups of students that had previously been set up as described in Section 3.1. They were solved first in small groups and then with the whole class group, as indicated in the student exploration script (Appendix A). The teacher-researcher managed the simultaneous zoom rooms and returned to the main room for the whole class group discussion [59], ensuring communication between all participants [23]. During the solving of the tasks, in both the small groups and whole class group, the teacher-researcher followed the principles of minimal guidance [55].

Assessment

After the intervention, unstructured interviews were conducted during a one-hour synchronous session via the Zoom Colibri platform, attended by the teacher-researcher and students. We collected the students’ opinions on the difficulties they experienced in solving the tasks concerning the written and visual indications in the student exploration guide, manipulation of the Keiro simulator, and teacher’s actions, as well as suggestions for improving the student exploration guide.

Based on the analysis of the collected data (field notes, analysis of recordings, and contributions of students in the unstructured interviews), the research team mapped the students’ difficulties during the solving of the tasks, needs for redesigning the student’s guide and teacher’s actions.

3.2.2. Second Iterative Cycle
First Redesign of the Student Exploration Guide and Teacher Actions

Based on the evaluation of the first iterative cycle, the research team took some decisions for the redesign of the student exploration guide. The following changes were made: an alteration of the description of task 2.2 adding new and improving the existing images of the guide, which served as graphic indications for the use of the Keiro simulator, and the suppression of task 3.1.

As for the teacher’s actions, we recognized the importance for the teacher to provide oral indications regarding the manipulation of the simulator tabs, as well as demonstrate how to export the algorithms created by the students during the resolution of the tasks.

Second Intervention

After the problems in installing the software in the first cycle, a new clarification and technical support session was scheduled to ensure that all participants were able to install and run the software programme. The teacher and students attended this one-hour synchronous session via the Zoom Colibri platform.

The new version of the exploration guide was sent to the students via the institutional platform on the day before the intervention. This intervention, as in the previous iterative cycle, took place in a synchronous remote teaching format lasting two hours and was attended by the teacher and students. Similarly, as described in “First Intervention” for the first iterative cycle, the tasks proposed in the exploration guide were solved using the Keiro simulator by the previously formed groups of students.
Assessment

As in the first iterative cycle, we conducted unstructured interviews after the intervention in a one-hour synchronous session via the Zoom Colibri platform attended by the teacher and students.

Based on the analysis of the collected data (field notes, analysis of recordings, and opinions of students in the unstructured interviews), we mapped the students’ difficulties during the solving of the tasks and needs for redesigning the student guide. We considered that adjusting the teacher’s actions had been insufficient, and felt the need for an artefact that would allow establishing a relationship between the Keiro simulator and the student’s exploration guide.

3.2.3. Third Iterative Cycle
Second Redesign of the Student Exploration Guide

Based on the assessment of the second intervention, a prompt was added to the description of Task 2 for students to activate Text Feedback in the Enviro-Tab.

Design of the Teacher’s Guide

We proceeded to design the teacher’s guide (Appendix B), formalising the indications for the teacher’s actions already established, creating a chain of orchestration of artefacts. This design took into account two distinct types of concerns: (1) the management of a class in a synchronous remote teaching format supported by a virtual ER platform; and (2) mediation by the teacher.

We included indications for management of the class and the small group workrooms on the Zoom Colibri platform, aiming to create conditions that enable communication between all participants in a collaborative learning environment. A balance was sought between minimal guidance, prescription of procedures, and monitoring during tasks. Our aim was to promote students’ autonomy in solving the tasks proposed in the student exploration guide, highlighting features of the learning environment that allowed students to reach their conclusions based on the information collected and finding solutions to the sequence of challenges based on previous discoveries.

4. Results
4.1. First Iterative Cycle

During the pre-intervention meeting to provide support in installing the virtual ER platform, all participants claimed they had installed the software and had it running without incidents. However, at the start of the intervention only three students had installed the programme. This forced changes not foreseen in the exploration guide, namely regarding group formation and task management: the first 30 min of the intervention were used in group formation as some participants had delays and connection problems.

A summary of the results from the first iterative cycle concerning the student’s performance in solving the tasks, difficulties experienced by them and changes made to the student exploration guide, as well as the indications governing the teacher’s actions is presented below (Table 2). The difficulties identified during the intervention were mapped based on the analysis of the field notes, whereas the mapping of difficulties during the data analysis resulted from the analysis of the recordings of the unstructured interviews, students’ written productions, and screen recordings.

Task 1 was performed without difficulty. The teacher passed through each of the virtual rooms, and participants managed to overcome anticipated obstacles. The questions prepared in advance by the teacher, as well as the chosen everyday examples, allowed the participants to find solutions in a natural language, which they then translated into code blocks and algorithms.
Table 2. Summary of results of the first iterative cycle.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Students’ Performance</th>
<th>Students’ Difficulties</th>
<th>Amendments to the Exploration Guide</th>
<th>Changes in Teachers’ Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introductory task</td>
<td>Completed the task</td>
<td>Not all students had the exploration guide with them, which was corrected in the next intervention cycle.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Completed the task without difficulty</td>
<td>Export the created code, validating the solution of the task.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Oral instructions during the introductory task and demonstration on how to export the codes in screenshot format.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Completed the task without difficulty</td>
<td>Export the created code, validating the solution of the task. Exit the EnViRo tab and return to the programming environment.</td>
<td>Correction to the statement in Task 2.2, adding another image of the work environment and more details to the instructions for opening tabs.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Only solved Task 3</td>
<td>There was no time to solve Task 3.2.</td>
<td>Task 3.1 was eliminated.</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, only Group 1 submitted their task resolutions, managing to keep the robot moving for 10 s (Figure 2) and presenting a solution to keep the robot moving for 15 s through an algorithm that included the four simple movements available (Figure 3). The analysis of the recordings allowed us to realize that the remaining groups also solved the task but had difficulties exporting the code created. This was corrected in the second intervention cycle, with the teacher exemplifying the mechanics of exporting the code in the introductory task, also alerting to the importance of proper file identification to avoid overwriting the previous one.

Figure 2. Resolution of task 1.2 by Group 1.
Task 2 was similarly performed by all groups. However, due to difficulties in exporting the algorithms created, it was necessary to use the recordings to find evidence of the participants' productions. Group 6 completed Task 2.1 by programming the robot to move forward for 10 s at a speed of 50 and activating Text Feedback and Visual Feedback in the EnviRo-Tab (Figure 4). In the recording we can see that they were able to programme the robot to avoid the first collision by using the information returned by the sensors to trigger a change of direction (Figure 5), building on their discovery in the previous task. Through analysis of the recordings, we could see that the students experienced great difficulties in leaving the EnViRo tab and returning to the programming environment, with some groups choosing to close the programme and start the task again. We decided to correct the description of Task 2.2 by adding the indication to select Back to Home to exit the EnViRo tab, reinforcing it with a new image showing how to close the tab (Figure A5).

Task 3 was performed in a whole class group, with screen sharing by the teacher and collaborative creation of an algorithm, with suggestions from participants (Figure 6). This version of the exploration guide proved to be unsuitable for the length of the intervention, so tasks had to be eliminated. We decided to remove a part of Task 3 as discoveries made by students in Tasks 1 and 2 were necessary to complete Task 3. Task 3.1 corresponded to an optimisation of the solution obtained in Task 3, and therefore did not imply a significant challenge, nor did it require the students to discover new features or programming blocks. Thus, Task 3.1 was removed due to class time management.

Figure 3. Resolution of task 1.3 by Group 1.
Task 3 was performed in a whole class group, with screen sharing by the teacher and collaborative creation of an algorithm, with suggestions from participants (Figure 6). This version of the exploration guide proved to be unsuitable for the length of the intervention, so tasks had to be eliminated. We decided to remove a part of Task 3 as discoveries made by students in Tasks 1 and 2 were necessary to complete Task 3. Task 3.1 corresponded to an optimisation of the solution obtained in Task 3, and therefore did not imply a significant challenge, nor did it require the students to discover new features or programming blocks. Thus, Task 3.1 was removed due to class time management.

**Figure 4.** Resolution of task 2.1 by Group 6.

**Figure 5.** Resolution of task 2.2.2 by Group 6.
4.2. Second Iterative Cycle

A summary of the results from the second iterative cycle concerning the student’s performance in solving the tasks, difficulties experienced, and changes made to the student exploration guide, as well as the indications governing the teacher’s actions is presented below (Table 3). The difficulties identified during the intervention were mapped based on the analysis of the field notes, whereas the mapping of difficulties during the data analysis resulted from the analysis of the recordings of the unstructured interviews, students’ written productions, and screen recordings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Students’ Performance</th>
<th>Students’ Difficulties Identified During the Intervention</th>
<th>Students’ Difficulties Identified During Data Analysis</th>
<th>Amendments Made to the Exploration Guide</th>
<th>Changes in Teachers’ Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Introductory task</td>
<td>Completed the task</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Indications for demonstrating manipulation in the introductory task, and monitoring this difficulty in group follow-up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Completed the task without difficulty</td>
<td>Manipulation of the display options in the EnViRo tab.</td>
<td>Relate ports A and B to their function in the code blocks.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Completed the task without difficulty in programming</td>
<td>Relate correctly the information returned by the sensors to the robot programming.</td>
<td>Include an indication in the phrasing to activate Text Feedback</td>
<td>Prompts to ask students during task monitoring whether the information returned by the sensors should be included in the written answer.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Cont.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Students’ Performance</th>
<th>Students’ Difficulties Identified During the Intervention</th>
<th>Students’ Difficulties Identified During Data Analysis</th>
<th>Amendments Made to the Exploration Guide</th>
<th>Changes in Teachers’ Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Only one group was able to solve the task</td>
<td>Relate correctly the information returned by the sensors to the programming.</td>
<td>None.</td>
<td>Indications to ensure during monitoring that students understand the relationship between the information returned by the sensors and programming for the required change of direction.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The software exploration task went smoothly. The teacher’s demonstration of exporting algorithms in image format was successful, as all groups included the code in their answers to the exploration guide.

During the monitoring of Task 1, a difficulty in manipulating the visualization of the simulation tab was identified. Before sharing and discussing the solutions found, the teacher shared the screen and demonstrated manipulating the visualisation of the simulation tab, and how to return to the default view. In the post-intervention interviews, participants mentioned that this indication should be given in the exploration part of the software, as well as the warning that manipulation is only possible with a mouse, because the touchpad of computers is not interpreted correctly by the software. These procedures were added to the teacher’s guide (Appendix B).

The solution found for Task 1.1 was to change the robot’s speed to keep the robot moving forward for 7 s. The different solutions found by the groups differ only in the value assigned to the speed parameter, as can be seen in the example of the solution found by group 5 (Figure 7).

![Figure 7](image)

Figure 7. Resolution of task 1.1 by Group 5.

For Task 1.2 each group created a different algorithm, ranging from changes to the speed parameter, to the sequence of movements, or the duration of each movement, in order to keep the robot moving forward for 10 s. The solution found by group 3 was to reduce the robot’s speed parameter for the previous task (Figure 8), while group 6 chose to maintain the speed, but include rotation movements in their reformulation of the previous programming (Figure 9).
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For Task 1.2 each group created a different algorithm, ranging from changes to the speed parameter, to the sequence of movements, or the duration of each movement, in order to keep the robot moving forward for 10 s. The solution found by group 3 was to reduce the robot's speed parameter for the previous task (Figure 8), while group 6 chose to maintain the speed, but include rotation movements in their reformulation of the previous programming (Figure 9).

Figure 8. Resolution of task 1.2 by Group 3.

Figure 9. Resolution of task 1.2 by Group 6.

For Task 1.3, each group again found different solutions, with the diversity of solutions again found in the number, sequence or duration of movements. To create an algorithm that includes the four simple movements available and keep the robot moving for 15 s, group 2 opted for an algorithm with a block corresponding to each of the movements, managing the time allocated for each one to make up the 15 s and making the necessary adjustments to the duration parameters (Figure 10). Group 5 decided to add two extra go-forward blocks to the minimum requirements, adjusting the speed and duration parameters (Figure 11).

Figure 10. Resolution of task 1.3 by Group 2.
We also noticed that when the sensor does not detect any obstacle, its colour is red; and when it detects, it is green.

Figure 11. Resolution of task 1.3 by Group 5.

Analysis of the recordings suggested that during the monitoring of Task 1, the teacher should ensure that all students understand the meaning of ports A, B, 1, and 2 (Figure 12), as it was evident that some students struggled to understand their relationship to the code blocks. This was added to the teacher’s actions indications, as seen in Section 4.3.2.

Figure 12. Marked ports and code blocks.

Although no difficulties were evident in the creation of the algorithms for task 2, the analysis of the written answers shows that not all groups were able to relate the information returned by the sensors with the movement of the robot, as can be seen in the answer of Group 2:

“2.1 The robot started its march and moved for 10 s, and at the ninth second, it hit the wall. At this point, the sensors change from a false to a true state.”

2.1 When you activate Visual Feedback, the sensors become active, displaying a beam of light. Also, in Text Feedback, when the robot hits the wall, the speed goes to 0.

2.2.1 The robot moves forward for about 7 s, stopping when it hits the wall (although time continues to count).”

With a different approach, group 5 tried to describe the relationships between the robot’s movement and the information returned by the sensors:

“2.1 When you activate Visual Feedback, the sensors become active, displaying a beam of light. Also, in Text Feedback, when the robot hits the wall, the speed goes to 0.

2.2.1 The robot moves forward for about 7 s, stopping when it hits the wall (although time continues to count).

2.2.1. After we have programmed the robot, it starts its forward march until the collision. At this point, the sensors change from a false to a true state.”
Analysis of the written responses suggests that not all groups considered it important to include the feedback of the sensors in their description. This aspect needed to be reinforced in the teacher’s monitoring of the task, and an extra suggestion was included in the indications for teacher’s actions, as seen in Section 4.3.2.

Task 3 was much more challenging than the previous two, with only one group being able to present a functional solution to the problem (Figure 13). The remaining groups, despite being very close to achieving a solution, had difficulty in relating the correct sensor to the intended change of direction or other small details, as in the case of group 4, which did not realise that the last 3 while-loop blocks were not suitably integrated (Figure 14). This failure in the positioning of the blocks led to a simulation that was quite different from the students’ expectations, confusing their line of reasoning. Consequently, they were unable to find a logical explanation for what they observed, which conditioned the process of finding a solution to the problem. A simple reminder from the teacher about the positioning of the blocks could have given this group a completely different perspective on the problem, perhaps enabling them to find a solution.

Figure 13. Resolution of Task 3 by Group 2.

Figure 14. Attempted resolution of Task 3 by Group 4.
In the first iterative cycle, this task was solved collaboratively by the whole class, which may have removed some of the difficulties experienced by some groups or students during the second iterative cycle. The teacher’s time management made it impossible for all groups to find a solution to this task, as it was not possible to allocate time for the necessary follow-up to each group.

As a corrective measure, it is suggested that during the monitoring of task 2, the teacher ensures students take measurements from each sensor and keep a written record (e.g., sensor 2 is the one on the right side of the train).

Despite only one group being able to successfully solve task 3, analysis of the recordings led us to conclude that no direct changes were needed to the exploration guide, but instead to the teacher’s monitoring of the task. Besides the situation already mentioned with group 4, the remaining groups (1, 3, 5, and 6) were unable to establish a correct relationship between sensors 1 and 2 and its position on the robot, which made it impossible to understand which change of direction was required given the information returned by each of the sensors.

Analysis of the recordings showed that group 2 managed to translate the solution found in natural language into an algorithm in the programming language. It seems that the indications provided for the teacher’s actions contributed to this discovery by the students, since they suggested that the students first try to write a solution in natural language and only then try to translate this solution into the creation of an algorithm with the available blocks of code.

The achievement of group 2 in managing to find a solution that is a clear optimization of the algorithm created collaboratively in the previous intervention (Figure 6) is considered relevant. The higher efficiency of the algorithm is achieved through a smaller number of programming blocks, made possible by the higher complexity of the recursive solution, also distancing itself from the simulator’s pre-defined algorithm so that the robot can travel along the track without crashing into the side limiters.

4.3. Third Iterative Cycle

The results of the third iterative cycle—the third moment of redesign, based on the assessment of the previous iterative cycles—correspond to the current student exploration guide presented in Appendix A and teacher’s guide presented in Appendix B.

4.3.1. Third Redesign of the Student Exploration Guide

The wording of Task 2.1 (Appendix A) was changed, including a prompt for students to activate the Text Feedback option: “Programme the robot to move forward for 10 s at a speed of 50. Open the Simulator and, before running the simulation, activate Text Feedback and Visual Feedback (Figure A4)”.

4.3.2. Design of the Teacher’s Guide

The table below (Table 4) shows the indications created for the teacher’s guide (Appendix B) based on the assessment of the first two iterative cycles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Placement</th>
<th>Indications to the Teacher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Next to Figure A8</td>
<td>Demonstrate how to manipulate the robot’s display options.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next to Figure A9</td>
<td>Demonstrate how to export an algorithm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Task 1.1</td>
<td>Explain how the rooms created for each group work and ask students to manipulate the simulator; make suggestions that allow students to relate the indications given to the servo motor to the movement of the robot; suggest that the students think about how they would solve the problem with their body, hoping that they can transpose the solution into the robot’s programming.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 4. Cont.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Placement</th>
<th>Indications to the Teacher</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After Task 1.2</td>
<td>Challenge the students to look for solutions that include different movements, creating conditions to facilitate the solving of the next task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Task 1.3</td>
<td>Suggest that students think about the movement of their body to understand that rotation does not imply displacement; ensure that they relate the operation of the different ports to the code blocks for moving the robot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next to Figure A10</td>
<td>Encourage students to repeatedly observe the movements of the robot and make them aware that there are several sources of feedback from the robot.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Task 2.2.2</td>
<td>Suggest that they think about how they would solve the problem with their body, hopefully figuring out that the robot needs to swerve when it “sees” an obstacle; suggest that they use the information returned by the sensors, just as they do with a car’s parking sensors; ensure that they correctly relate the positioning of each sensor and information returned to the direction the robot should take to avoid the obstacle.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After Task 3.3</td>
<td>Suggest that they try to write the solution in plain language and then try to translate it into an algorithm that allows the robot to travel along the track without hitting the side limiters; if difficulties persist, suggest they try to remember what they have learned about Scratch and, in particular, the function of the loop blocks.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**5. Discussion of Results**

The main conclusion from this study is that an orchestrated framework between the ER, student exploration guide, and teacher actions decreases the difficulties of pre-service teachers using an ER. This is crucial for increasing pre-service teachers’ acceptance [19,20] and self-efficacy [23,24], contributing to an appropriate integration of ERs into their future teaching practices [21].

We discuss the orchestration between a student exploration guide designed for a group of students in a master’s degree course in initial teacher training for elementary school, the teacher’s guide for lesson management, and the Keiro ER simulator. The design of both guides was guided as one of its objectives to create conditions for students to establish first contact with the ER platform Keiro—in synchronous remote teaching [27,42], participating with their peers in tasks that integrate ER [23,24]. Contact with the ER platform should enable the participants to understand some of the functionalities of the Keiro platform and increase their proficiency in its manipulation [14], within a collaborative learning environment [56] in which the teacher’s guidance and monitoring during the tasks would allow students to reach their conclusions based on the information they have gathered [57], finding solutions to the proposed sequence of challenges and building on previous findings [15].

The initial design of the student exploration guide was intended to be consistent with the features of an effective exploration guide as proposed by Paiva and Costa [8]. Nonetheless, the results show that we needed three iterative redesign cycles to improve the script—although the third redesign did not constitute a complete cycle as there was no intervention or assessment. Concerning form: the student exploration guide was made available in digital and printed format, but only in the second intervention was it ensured that all students had it with them; it was found to be necessary to improve the images and, in some cases, add screenshots of the software that would increase the students’ autonomy; the initial instructions for exploration of the software and use of the simulation were not sufficient, an aspect that is considered to have been mostly corrected in the redesign; the
need to keep written records during some of the exploration tasks had not initially been foreseen, a shortcoming that was evident in the relation between the information returned by the sensors and the programming necessary to avoid collisions.

Other features proposed by Paiva and Costa [8] were embedded in the initial design, and there was no evidence to suggest the need to redesign them: the overall complexity level of the challenges presented remained unchanged, with the first task requiring only a simple movement of the robot and culminating with the last challenge of autonomously driving along the track without colliding with the limiters; we sought a balance between students’ autonomous solution-finding and minimal guidance by the teacher [55], which was envisaged through everyday examples, translation from natural language into blocks of code, and questioning by the teacher; by choosing tasks that allowed for different solutions and including in the design moments for sharing and discussion in both small groups and whole class groups [59] in a collaborative learning environment [56], we attempted to create conditions for discussing results and proposing and testing different hypotheses and communicating amongst all participants [23]. Finally, we hope that the student exploration guide may be adapted to different contexts and users; to ascertain the adaptability of the guide further research should be conducted aiming to test the exploration guide in different contexts.

The student exploration guide resulting from the redesign process consists of a set of challenges and prescribed procedures, allowing students space to reach their conclusions based on the information collected [57] while creating conditions for students to find solutions for the following tasks based on what they discover in the previous ones [15]. As an example, this was seen in the solutions found by students to keep the robot moving during predetermined time intervals, building on previously discovered solutions [16].

The design of a teacher’s guide was not initially planned. However, the results of the first two iterative cycles highlighted the need to formalise the indications for teachers’ actions, as well as their evolution throughout the redesign process [53]. We claim that, by establishing a link between the Keiro ER simulator and student’s exploration guide [17], the teacher’s guide allowed the creation of a chain of artefact orchestration [5]. By including indications about task mediation and monitoring in the teacher’s guide [16,55], the orchestration facilitates the balance between constructivist freedom and minimal guidance envisaged in the student exploration guide [8].

The indications in the teacher’s guide for lesson management in synchronous remote teaching [27] created favourable conditions to facilitate communication amongst all participants [23] and discussion of different solutions [8,59]. This, in turn, contributed to students being able to find solutions to the proposed tasks based on the contributions of peers [15], and overcoming the challenges of increasing complexity presented in the student exploration guide [8]. The prescription of procedures [57] and demonstration of some aspects of simulator manipulation by the teacher [55] provided in the teacher’s guide complemented the instructions for simulator manipulation present in the student’s exploration guide [8], allowing students greater autonomy in solving the tasks [8,16].

We hope that participation in the proposed set of tasks contributed to an improvement in students’ perceptions of self-efficacy and predisposition to integrate ER into their future teaching practices [24]. Future studies could aim to assess such changes following participation in a similar exercise.

6. Conclusions

Answering the research question based on the discussion of results, we argue that the chain of artefact orchestration presented supported the students in solving the proposed set of challenges of increasing complexity, progressively decreasing the difficulties identified in the first two iterative cycles. The teacher’s guide established the connection between the Keiro simulator and student’s exploration guide, complementing its written and graphical features. This facilitated the resolution of the proposed tasks and increased degree of autonomy of the students. Ultimately, we claim the proposed orchestration supported
by the teacher’s mediation promoted a positive first contact of the students with an ER platform that may encourage future uptake in teaching practice.

Regarding the objectives proposed in the exploration guide, the first one—programme the Engino Mini robot to move in different directions—was fully achieved in the two first iterative cycles. The second goal—programme the Engino Mini robot to travel in a closed circuit without colliding with the limiters—was fully achieved in the first iterative cycle and partially achieved in the second. It is important to highlight that the participants of the study are students at an elementary school pre-service teacher training programme. As such, they were not intended to develop fully functional and efficient algorithms, but rather to solve tasks involving programming a robot with which they had had no previous contact. It is hoped that the suggested changes to the teacher’s monitoring of the task may improve these results. The chain orchestration of the guides and the Keiro Platform is expected to facilitate the adaptation and replication of the tasks, even in other contexts such as within elementary school. The design process was oriented to allowing the pre-service teachers to adapt—with due care—the proposed tasks to their students in elementary school, particularly regarding technological resources.

Since the participants in this study are future teachers, it is argued that the teacher’s guide—as well as an eventual process of adaptation to a new context—can contribute to their professional development, in particular considering the importance of the role of teacher mediation in the construction of students’ knowledge and the complex relationship between teacher mediation and the level of guidance during tasks.

The fact that we could not test the implementation of the student exploration guide resulting from the redesign process together with the teacher’s guide is considered the main limitation of the current study. In addition to the aspects identified in the second iterative cycle, it would be important to test the student exploration guide and the teacher guide (preferably with another class) to be able to adjust the time allotted for each task.

Scarcity of tasks to use/adapt and lack of training in educational robotics are identified in systematic reviews on the subject as weaknesses in initial teacher training. It is hoped that our results can contribute to this problem.
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Appendix A. Student Exploration Guide

Key: Indications created for the first iterative cycle; Indications created for the second iterative cycle; Indications created during the third iterative cycle.

Objectives:

- Learn to programme the Engino Mini robot to move in different directions;
• Learn to programme the Engino Mini robot so that it can travel in a closed loop without colliding with the limiters.

Introductory activity:
Open the KEIRO application and choose STEM & Robotics Mini, then Open the EnViRo tab (bottom of the window), select the Train, and Plain options, and then click Start (Figure A1).

Figure A1. Initial settings.

Minimise the previous tab and open the Simulator side Table. Explore the different programming blocks available in both side tabs (Figure A2).

Figure A2. Keiro desktop.

In the following activities, you should always save your algorithm (Figure A3), identifying the task and the group (e.g., Group 1_task1_1).

Figure A3. Export algorithm.
1. Programming simple movements
   1.1. Programme the robot to keep moving forward for 7 s. (After creating your algorithm, open the EnViRo tab and run the simulation).
   1.2. Find a solution to keep the robot moving for 10 s.
   1.3. Create and run an algorithm in the simulator that contains the four available movements (go forward; go backward; turn left and turn right) and has a duration of 15 s.

2. Motion and proximity sensors
   2.1. Programme the robot to move forward for 10 s at a speed of 50. Open the Simulator and, before running the simulation, activate Text Feedback and Visual Feedback (Figure A4).

   ![Figure A4. Text Feedback and Visual Feedback.](image1)

   Briefly describe what you observe.

   2.2. In the EnViRo tab, select Back to Home, then the Race Track scenario, with the same robot (Figure A5).

   ![Figure A5. Back to Home and EnViRo settings.](image2)

   2.2.1. Programme the robot to move forward forever at a speed of 100. Open the Simulator and, before running the simulation, activate Visual Feedback.

   Briefly describe what you observed.

   2.2.2. Find out how to programme the robot to avoid the first collision and test your algorithm in the Simulator.
3. Programme the robot to run the track without hitting the limits and test your algorithm in the Simulator.

3.1. Compare your algorithm with the example suggested by the software (Figure A6) and discuss whether yours needs optimisation (excluded at the end of the 1st intervention cycle).

Figure A6. Select example programme.

Appendix B. Teacher’s Guide

Key: Indications created for the first iterative cycle; Indications created for the second iterative cycle; Indications created during the third iterative cycle.

Estimated duration: 2 h

Introductory activity:
Open the KEIRO application and choose STEM & Robotics Mini, then Open the EnViRo tab (bottom of the window), select the Train and Plain options, and then click Start (Figure A7).

Figure A7. Initial settings.

Minimise the previous tab and open the Simulator side table. Explore the different programming blocks available in both side tabs (Figure A8).
In the following activities, you should always save your algorithm (Figure A9), identifying the task and group (e.g., Group 1_task1_1).

Figure A8. Keiro desktop.

In the following activities, you should always save your algorithm (Figure A9), identifying the task and group (e.g., Group 1_task1_1).

Figure A9. Export algorithm.

It is advisable that the teacher demonstrates how to manipulate the display options in the simulator tab and how to resume the default view, warning that the touchpad may not work correctly during manipulation.

It is advisable that the teacher demonstrates how to export an algorithm and alerts to the possibility of overwriting files if not properly identified.

1. Programming simple movements
   1.1. Programme the robot to keep moving forward for 7 s.
       (After creating your algorithm, open the EnViRo tab and run the simulation.)
       Before assigning each group to their designated virtual room, the teacher explains how to streamline the process: one person shares the simulator screen and does the manipulation, and the others must collaborate in solving the activities (the group members must take turns in this role so that everyone can manipulate the simulator).

   Students are expected to encounter obstacles in solving the challenge. As a suggestion, the teacher should use questioning to help unblock students’ difficulties, such as asking what makes the robot move—helping students to associate the instructions for the servo motor to the robot’s movement.

   If students cannot find a solution to keep the robot moving for 7 s, the teacher may use a hyperbolic example involving body movement (such as walking straight ahead in the kitchen for two minutes). Students may mention walking slower, relating it to the speed parameter in the code block.

   1.2. Find a solution to keep the robot moving for 10 s.

   The teacher should challenge students to look for solutions that do not exclusively involve modifying the speed parameter. Including other movements in this task that set up the creation of the algorithm needed to solve the next activity.

   1.3. Create and run an algorithm in the simulator that contains the four available movements (go forward; go backward; turn left and turn right) and has a duration of 15 s.

   Students may not immediately understand the meaning of the instruction “turn right” or “turn left”. The teacher may again use examples involving body movement so students understand that turning (left or right) is an instruction that involves rotation.

   During the monitoring of activity 1, the teacher should ensure that students understand the meaning of ports A, B, 1, and 2 and their function in code blocks. For example, for the robot to move forward, it is necessary to give simultaneous instructions to both servo motors (one for each wheel), so it is necessary to choose ports “A, B”.

   When the groups have completed the task, they return to the main room to share and discuss their solutions.

2. Motion and proximity sensors
2.1. Programme the robot to move forward for 10 s at a speed of 50. Open the Simulator and, before running the simulation, activate Text Feedback and Visual Feedback (Figure A10).

![Figure A10. Text Feedback and Visual Feedback.]

Encourage students to repeat the observation of the robot’s movement several times.

Draw attention to the existence of multiple sources of information, such as visual and text feedback, and ask whether it is relevant to include these in the written record of their observations.

Figure A10. Text Feedback and Visual Feedback.

Briefly describe what you observe.

2.2. In the EnViRo tab, select Back to Home, then the Race Track scenario, with the same robot (Figure A11).

![Figure A11. Back to Home and Enviro settings.]

2.2.1. Programme the robot to move forward forever at a speed of 100. Open the Simulator and, before running the simulation, activate Visual Feedback.

Briefly describe what you observed.

2.2.2. Find out how to programme the robot to avoid the first collision and test your algorithm in the Simulator.

If students struggle to find a solution to the problem, the teacher may again use examples of body movement (If they are running straight ahead, how do they avoid bumping into an obstacle? The expected answer is to swerve, avoiding the obstacle while running).

To encourage students to use the information provided by the sensors, the teacher may use an example that refers to the use of the senses to decide how to act (such as removing the hand from the fire when we receive information that it is too hot).

As a well-known technological example, the teacher could mention that some cars have parking sensors.

During the follow-up of this activity, the teacher should ensure that students can correctly identify each sensor and its position on the train (Figure A12), advising them to take measurements and make a written record. Sensor 2 is located on the right front side of
the train. This is easily verified by activating text and visual feedback in the simulator tab (Figure A12) and then clicking on the sensor with the mouse pointer. The state changes from False to True, and the colour from red to green (Figure A13). It is expected that with this information students will be able to understand that when sensor two is in the True state, there is an obstacle to the right, and they will be able to imagine a solution to avoid it.

![Figure A12. Text Feedback and Visual Feedback.](image1)

![Figure A13. Activated sensor.](image2)

Once this activity is completed, the groups return to the main room to share and discuss their solutions.

3. Programme the robot to run the track without hitting the limits and test your algorithm in the Simulator.

For this challenge, the teacher should start by suggesting to the students to imagine a solution in their natural language and only then try to translate it into the programming language. If students encounter difficulties, the teacher should resort to questioning so that students can conclude that what is intended is that the robot should always move forward and avoid obstacles. They should be able to relate this conclusion to what they know from the Scratch programming language about recursive instructions and loops. If students have no knowledge of programming or cannot remember it, the teacher may promote a discussion about the different programming blocks available (Figure A14) and whether any of them translates to the solution found in a natural language.
Once activity 3 is completed, they return to the main room to share and discuss their solutions.

Figure A14. Loop blocks available.
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